
14/04/2017 

MR Peter Davies 
12 / 69 Evans ST 
Freshwater NSW 2096 

RE: Mod2017/0063 - 80 Evans Street FRESHWATER NSW 2096

The mere fact that this application has been resubmitted highlights the contempt Ganellen 
holds for both the local community and more importantly the council. The council is no doubt 
aware the Ganellen has NEVER ADHERED to the existing hour restrictions that are currently 
in place including the now regular starts on Saturday at 6.15am (with an unbelievable amount 
of noise). I simply don't understand why we have to be the bad guys calling the ranger all the 
time. Pick any day you wish and you will find them in breach of council regulations - they 
clearly believe council has no power (teeth/will) to act on this. 

This issue is about community and peoples lives. We all understand that things get built but 
presumably the hours that are set are created out of respect for all stakeholders. Ganellen is 
probably whinging that the weather has played havoc with their schedule but that is a 
commercial mishap that should not be borne by the broader community . It is effectively asking 
the community to be equity participants in the project but with no return. This is clearly unfair. 

In as unemotional state as I can be it cannot be overstated how disruptive this project has 
been. Why has there been work going on at 10.30pm. Why has Ganellen not followed through 
with their offer to clean the units of the layers and layers of concrete dust that has invaded our 
living spaces. Why did Ganellen do nothing to mitigate this dust spreading. Why are there 
lights blazing from their work site into our bedrooms each night? 

Ganellen has been a poor corporate citizen the whole way through and to iterate has clearly 
held no fear of council reprisal . I implore you to act in the interests of the human beings here 
over the corporate bullies and not only reject this outrageous proposal but also hold Ganellen 
to account for the daily breaches of the existing conditions and make sure they are strictly 
adhered to. Thank you. 

Sent: 14/04/2017 9:18:50 AM
Subject: Online Submission


